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Preparing for Your First External Exams

We are living through interesting and challenging times with regard to GCSE and A-Level exams. For the
first time boys in the sixth form will be taking A-levels as their first experience of external examinations,
having had their GCSE results determined through Centre Assessed Grades (CAGs).  For boys in Year
11 and below, they have not missed any exam series due to Covid but have had some impact on their
education due to periods of remote learning. In order to reduce the impact of the pandemic boys in the
Upper Sixth and Year 11 have been given advanced information about the content which will be
assessed in their exams - this is very helpful for some courses but is of much less use in others. In
addition, everyone may benefit from grade boundaries which will be slightly more generous than in 2019
(pre-Covid) at both GCSE and A-Level. Within this context, there are huge gains to be made through
effective preparation for these exams as lots of students across the country will find this a huge
challenge and not necessarily get it right.

In this edition of the Teaching and Learning newsletter we will outline what research identifies as the
most effective preparation for exams. Getting into good study habits is vital for those taking exams this
year. It is also important for boys lower down the School. They will be preparing for end of year exams
and should be looking to establish efficient and effective ways of working before their crucial exam
years.

1. Adopt Effective Learning Strategies

Research shows that some traditional revision strategies such as: re-reading, highlighting and
last-minute cramming are generally ineffective in transferring knowledge into the long-term memory and
being able to get it out again under pressure. More effective strategies include scheduling revision to
allow multiple short but focussed sessions for each subject spaced out over the time available before
the exam. ‘Retrieval Practice’, (that includes  self-testng or quizzing), has been shown to be a highly
effective study strategy. Boys will gain more value from doing exam practice questions if they are
reviewed and marked after a  ‘books closed’ attempt at the question and also if the basic knowledge is
first secure through revision and retrieval practice before exam questions are attempted ( summary of
learning strategies here: https://www.innerdrive.co.uk/what-are-the-best-ways-to-revise/ )

2. Minimise Distractions

Distractions increase ‘extraneous cognitive load’ - this means that they  reduce the brain’s ability to
efficiently store learned information in long-term memory ( summary of Cognitive Load Theory here:
(https://my.chartered.college/impact_article/cognitive-load-theory-and-its-application-in-the-classroom/
). Exam performance is also ‘context dependent’ meaning that learning and practice in conditions
similar to an exam will be better preparation than activities carried out under different conditions.

https://www.innerdrive.co.uk/what-are-the-best-ways-to-revise/
https://my.chartered.college/impact_article/cognitive-load-theory-and-its-application-in-the-classroom/


Therefore, boys should be encouraged to practise working quietly without music, notifications or
attempting to multitask during revision.

3. Adopt good routines for sleep and exercise

Although sixth formers are adults their brains will  still be developing until around the age of 25. This
makes them particularly susceptible to a lack of sleep and this in turn  can have a major impact upon
learning and exam performance. (more on sleep and studying here:
(https://www.bbc.com/future/article/20180815-why-sleep-should-be-every-students-priority ). The
average nightly sleep for boys nationally is less than 7 hours.  For optimum performance however they
should be getting between 8-10 hours sleep per night. Good sleep hygiene is important so avoiding
screen-time close to bedtime and having a regular time for going to bed can go a long way towards
helping them to get enough sleep. Becoming almost nocturnal at weekends and during school holiday
periods is not a good idea.  as the effect on the brain is the same as being jet-lagged when boys go
back to their usual routine! To help with managing stress, keeping healthy and allowing optimum focus
exercise is also really important, particularly now the sun coming out more often to help raise levels of
endorphins and vitamin D.

As we approach the external exams season for the first time in three years, please help your son to
adopt efficient habits which will help him perform at his best and manage the pressure of exams. More
advice on preparation for exams can also be found on the graphic below. A useful article on how
parents can help their sons with revision can be found here:
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/articles/zckydxs
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